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D&M Ammunition Manufacturing Solutions introduces White River Energetics, a small caliber primer 
manufacturing subsidiary. 
 
Tampa, FL - D&M Ammunition Manufacturing Solutions, a world leader in providing turnkey ammunition 
and primer manufacturing solutions to both government and private entities, introduces its newest 
subsidiary, White River Energetics (WRE). WRE manufactures primers for small caliber centerfire 
ammunition for civilian and military customers. Primer types manufactured in WRE’s state-of-the-art 
Arkansas facility include Small and Large Pistol Primers, and Small and Large Rifle Primers, and magnum 
primers. 
 
With worldwide headquarters in Tampa, Florida, and state-of-the-art facilities in Cabot, Arkansas, D&M’s 
operations comprise a total of over 75,000 sq ft dedicated to design, engineering, manufacturing, and 
testing.  The new WRE facilities adds another 15,000 sq ft dedicated to primer manufacturing. 
 
In describing the unique and unmatched experience of its team, James Jones, VP of Business 
Development adds “Our team of over 90 professionals represents over 500 years of combined direct 
ammunition industry experience.” More than just ammunition manufacturing equipment suppliers, 
D&M Ammunition Manufacturing Solutions has the depth and breadth of experience to understand 
customer’s specific needs. “We provide true production systems integration, working with our 
customers every step of the way, from factory layout and facilities blueprints, raw material sourcing, QC 
procedures and training, to long-term technical support,” added Mr. Jones. 
 
“When it comes to small caliber primers, D&M is one of the only companies in the world that offers 
turnkey solutions for factories to produce primers.  Our capabilities include the design of metallics 
manufacturing, chemical composition preparation, and primer assembly equipment,” stated Mr. Jones.  
“And now through our subsidiary, White River Energetics, we have become a new source for high quality 
primers themselves. “ 
 
Visit D&M Ammunition Manufacturing Solutions at SHOT SHOW Caesar’s Forum Booth #75127 
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